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News stories about student-scientist Bobbi Wilson being honored by
Yale and the Humanitarian Research Lab investigating potential war
crimes in Ukraine dominated Yale School of Public Health media
coverage from January through March 2023. But there was plenty of
other coverage that also was noteworthy.

Highlights include Albert Ko and Xi Chen discussing the fallout from
China’s “zero-COVID” policy; Peter Krause discussing a rise in
babesiosis in the Northeast; and Becca Levy discussing how a positive
attitude about aging can help you live longer.

Overall, YSPH was mentioned in 2,800 news stories that had a
potential reach of 88 million people, according to Cision marketing
communications software.
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 1.3.23
Xi Chen
Bloomberg
“Yale University’s Chen on China’s 
COVID situation”

 1.4.23
Harlan Krumholz
The Wall Street Journal
“What is cardiac arrest? What to 
know about why Damar Hamlin 
collapsed”

 1.7.23
Nathan Grubaugh
The New York Times
“Health experts warily eye 
XBB.1.5, the latest Omicron 
subvariant”

 1.9.23
Nicole Deziel
The Daily Climate
“Will California’s new oil and gas 
laws protect people from toxic 
pollution?”

 1.12.23
Xi Chen
The Guardian
“Chinese warned not to visit 
elderly relatives as Covid spreads 
from cities”

http://ysph.yale.edu
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2023-01-03/yale-university-s-chen-on-china-s-covid-situation-video?sref=GhuK8UZj
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 1.12.23
Robert Dubrow
Caixin Global
“SMART Talks: Climate change 
mitigation: Protecting the health 
of current and future generations”

 1.13.23
Albert Ko
Associated Press
“China reports 60,000 COVID-
related deaths, says peak passed”

 1.16.23
Xi Chen
Nature
“China’s COVID wave has 
probably peaked, model suggests”

 1.18.23
Albert Ko
Business Today
“Chinese doctors asked not to 
mention COVID-19 in death 
certificates. Here’s why”

 1.19.23
Becca Levy
The New York Times
“3 steps to age exuberantly”

 1.19.23
Xi Chen
The Washington Post
“Why China dumped its ‘zero 
covid’ policy so suddenly — and 
disastrously”

 1.19.23
Ijeoma Opara
NJ.com
“Girl donates lanternfly collection 
to Yale after alleged racial profiling 
by N.J. neighbor”

 1.20.23
Jeffrey Townsend
USA Today
“How often do you need a COVID 
booster shot? Yearly, new data 
suggests”

 1.20.23
Ijeoma Opara
CBS News, New York
“Yale honors girl who had 
cops called on her for spraying 
lanternflies”

 1.22.23
Robert Dubrow
Inside Climate News
“How gas stoves became part of 
America’s raging culture wars”

 1.24.23
Verity Hill
Nature
“The next worrisome coronavirus 
variant could come from China — 
will it get detected?”

 1.25.23
Albert Ko
The Washington Post
“Do bivalent boosters work 
against XBB.1.5? Vaccine 
questions answered”

 1.25.23
Jason Schwartz
Axios
“FDA rethinks its strategy on 
future COVID vaccines”

 1.30.23
Robert Hecht
The Washington Post
“How the global Pandemic Fund 
can live up to its great potential”

 1.31.23
Ijeoma Opara
The Guardian
“Yale honors Black girl, nine, 
wrongly reported to police over 
insect project”

 1.31.23
Xi Chen
The New York Times
“China’s COVID tsunami recedes, 
bringing relief, grief and anxiety”

 2.1.23
Ijeoma Opara
NBC News
“Yale honors Black girl who 
police were called on for spraying 
lanternflies”

 2.2.23
Ijeoma Opara
The New York Times
“Someone called the police on a 
girl catching lanternflies. Then 
Yale honored her.”

http://ysph.yale.edu
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https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/19/well/live/aging-tips-margareta-magnusson.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/01/19/why-china-ended-zero-covid/
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 2.2.23
Albert Ko
Associated Press
“Experts: Pfizer tests on COVID 
vaccines, treatment in line with 
industry standards”

 2.3.23
Ijeoma Opara
NPR
“Yale honors the work of a 9-year-
old Black girl whose neighbor 
reported her to police”

 2.3.23
Ijeoma Opara
People
“N.J. girl, 9, who was reported to 
cops for spraying bugs is now a 
donor scientist at Yale’s Peabody 
Museum”

 2.4.23
Ijeoma Opara
BBC
“Yale honors Black girl wrongly 
reported to police”

 2.4.23
Ijeoma Opara
NECN
“Yale honors Black fourth-grader 
reported to police as she sprayed 
lanternflies”

 2.5.23
Ijeoma Opara
CNN
“She was reported to the police 
for spraying invasive lanternflies. 
Now she’s been honored by Yale.”

 2.5.23
Ijeoma Opara
MSNBC
“Yale honors 9-year-old scientist 
after a neighbor called the police 
on her”

 2.6.23
Xi Chen
USA Today
“Exposure to air pollution 
increases risk for anxiety or 
depression. What can you do?”

 2.7.23
Albert Ko
NBC Today
“Norovirus, aka stomach flu, is 
spreading across the US: What 
to know about symptoms, and 
treatment”

 2.7.23
Rafael Perez-Escamilla
CNN
“Health experts call for an end to 
exploitative baby formula milk 
marketing tactics”

 2.7.23
Gregg Gonsalves
LGBTQ Nation
“Queer people face discrimination 
in health care. Here are the people 
changing that”

 2.14.23
Nathaniel Raymond
The Washington Post
“Report alleges network of ‘re-
education’ camps for Ukrainian 
children”

 2.16.23
Nathaniel Raymond
CNN
“‘This is sick’: Anderson Cooper 
reacts to new Russia report”

 2.21.23
Ijeoma Opara
Yale Daily News
“‘She is the best of us:’ Ijeoma 
Opara and the power of health 
advocacy”

 2.23.23
Becca Levy
The Atlantic
“The puzzling gap between how 
old you are and how old you think 
you are”

 2.24.23
Ijeoma Opara
Connecticut Public Radio
“‘Blackology’: How can efforts 
around inclusivity in STEM fields 
go farther?”

 2.25.23
Nathaniel Raymond
USA Today
“Ukrainian children taken to 
Russia brings back fear, memories 
of a similar Nazi effort”

 2.28.23
Chantal Vogels 
Nature
“Did flu come from fish? Genetics 
points to influenza’s aquatic 
origin”

http://ysph.yale.edu
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 2.28.23
Kaveh Khoshnood, 
Nathaniel Raymond
Yale Daily News
“YSPH professors present on 
Russian war crimes at United 
Nations”

 3.9.23
Donna Spiegelman
Yale Daily News
“YSPH Center promotes 
implementation of academic 
research to improve public health 
outcomes”

 3.11.23
Akiko Iwasaski
NBC News
“What people with ‘super 
immunity’ can teach us about 
COVID and other viruses”

 3.14.23
Saad Omer
New York Times 
“What if the next pandemic 
happens tomorrow?”

 3.16.23
Peter Krause
The New York Times
“Lyme Isn’t the Only Tick Disease 
to Worry About in the Northeast, 
C.D.C Says”

 3.16.23
Peter Krause
NBC News
“Cases of yet another tick-borne 
disease are rising in the Northeast, 
CDC says”

 3.16.23
Anne Wyllie
WebMD
“NOVIDS: Do Some Have the 
Genes to Dodge COVID?”

 3.17.23
Nathaniel Raymond 
CNBC
“International Criminal Court 
issues arrest warrant for Russian 
President Vladimir Putin over 
alleged Ukraine war crimes”

 3.18.23
Albert Ko 
The Washington Post
“Long-covid symptoms are less 
common now than earlier in the 
pandemic”

 3.23.23
Nathaniel Raymond
Fox 61 News 
“Yale research credited for 
evidence leading to Putin’s arrest 
warrant”

For more information about our media relations, please contact:
Colin Poitras: colin.poitras@yale.edu

 3.24.23
Nathaniel Raymond
CBC Radio 
“What Russia is trying to 
accomplish with the alleged 
forced deportations of Ukrainian 
children”

 3.27.23
Michael Cappello
MassBio
“National Institutes of Health 
awards $600K SBIR grant to 
Kephera Diagnostics for a test for 
hookworm infection”

 3.28.23
Kaveh Koshnood
Yale Daily News 
“Yale researchers emphasize 
equitable approach to combating 
cholera”

 3.28.23
Becca Levy
Men’s Health 
“You could live 7 years longer 
with this mind change”

 3.31.23
Danya Keene
Yale Daily News 
“New Haven tenants raise health 
concerns over living conditions”
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